Control Unit Accessories, System

See General Information for Control Unit Accessories, System

SILENT KNIGHT BY HONEYWELL
7550 MERIDIAN CIR
MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369 USA

Accessory Mounting cabinets, Model(s) IDP-ACB

Accessory cabinets, Model(s) AB-55, RBB, SK2190

Addressable input modules, Model(s) SD500-AIM(f01), SD500-MIM(f01)

Addressable NAC modules, Model(s) SD500-ANM

Amplifier, Model(s) ECS-Dual50W (F20), ECS-Dual50WHV (F20)

Amplifier - subassembly, Model(s) ECS-50WBU (F20), ECS-BD50-70V (F20), ECSBD-50-25V (F20)

Audio adjunct systems, Model(s) Evax-25, Evax-50

Automatic fire alarm warden stations, Model(s) FFT-STSR, FFT-STSS

Circuit Expander - subassembly, Model(s) ECS-550CE6 (F20)

Control modules, Model(s) IDP-Control, IDP-Relay, SK-CONTROL, SK-RELAY

Dialer Cards, Model(s) 5128, 5130

Digital alarm communicator transmitters, Model(s) 5129(f04), 5135

Direct connect modules, Model(s) 5220(f05)

Dual monitor modules, Model(s) IDP-Monitor 2, SK-MONITOR-2

Emergency Command Center - ACU, Model(s) ECS-550 (F20), ECS-550HV (F20)

Enclosures, Model(s) 122417, 122599, 122727, 122735, 122955, 5895XLCB, IFPN-CAB1

End-of-line devices, Model(s) 7641, 7643, 7644

End-of-line resistors, Model(s) 7628

Fault isolator modules, Model(s) IDP-Iso, SK-ISO

Fiber to SBUS Converter, Model(s) SK-F485C

Fire fighter handset cabinets, Model(s) FFT-HSC

Fire fighter telephone jacks, Model(s) FFT-FPJ

Fire fighter telephone module subassemblies, Model(s) 007880-BD, 007880-BD-SK

Fire fighter telephone modules, Model(s) IFP-FFT, SK-FFT
Indicating circuit expanders, Model(s) 5495, 5496, 5499

Input monitor modules, Model(s) IDP-Monitor-10, SK-MON-10

Input/Output Module, Model(s) IDP-RELAYMON-2, SK-RELAYMON-2

LED drivers, Model(s) SD500-LED

Line isolator devices, Model(s) SD500-LIM(f06), SD505-6IB(f06)

Local Operator Console, Model(s) ECS-550LOC (f20), ECS-RCU2000 (f20)

Main board, Model(s) 051282

Main Board, Model(s) 058950, 068600, 077500, 100BD

Main Boards, Model(s) 054950, 054960, 054990

Monitor modules, Model(s) IDP-Minimon, IDP-Monitor, IDP-Zone, SD500-FRCM, SD500-FRCM-4, SK-MINIMON, SK-MONITOR, SK-ZONE

NIONs and routers, Model(s) IFPN-2C8M, IFPN-2C8MDF, IFPN-2C8MFT, IFPN-2C8MSM, IFPN-NION, IFPN-NIONDF, IFPN-NIONFT, IFPN-NIONFX, IFPN-NIONSM

Power expander/supplies, Model(s) 5895XL, RPS-1000, RPS-1000HV

Printers, Model(s) IFPN-PRN6

Relay modules, Model(s) 5883, IDP-Relay-6, SD500-ARM, SK-RELAY-6

Remote annunciators, Model(s) 5635, 5860(f07), 5860R(f07), 5865-3(f01), 5865-4(f01), 5880(f01), RA-100(f10), RA-1000(f08), RA-2000(f13), SK-5235(f09)

Remote keystation/annunciators, Model(s) 5230(f05)

Remote microphone modules, Model(s) ECS-550RM

Remote microphone stations, Model(s) 00VIP-RM, 00VIP-RM2000, SKE-SRM(f11)

Remote paging unit, Model(s) ECS-550RPU

Remote zone annunciators, Model(s) SK-RZA4

Repeater, Model(s) IFP-RPT-FO, IFP-RPT-UTP

Repeaters, Model(s) IFPN-4WRMB

Routers, Model(s) IFPN-NCB-EL, IFPN-ROUTMB

Serial/parallel interfaces, Model(s) 5824

Six zone interface modules, Model(s) IDP-Zone-6, SK-ZONE-6

Status display modules, Model(s) SK-5280(f09)

Supervising control modules, Model(s) IDP-Control-6, SK-CONTROL-6

Telephone line monitor modules, Model(s) 7150

Transceivers, Model(s) IFPN-DFXC, IFPN-FOXG, IFPN-FTXC, IFPN-S7FTXC

Two-wire smoke monitor modules, Model(s) SD500-SDM

Voice evacuation systems, Model(s) SKE-450(f12), SKE-450-ZN4(f12), SKE-450-ZN6(f12)

Zone expanders, Model(s) FFT-24, SK-5217(f09)
Intended for use with Model 5820, IFP-100ECS, IFP-1000ECS, and IFP-1000ECSHV control units

For use with separately Listed central station protected premises or remote station units

Intended for use with Model 5207 control units

Intended for use with Model 5820 and IFP-1000 control units

Intended for use with Model 5820 and 5820-XL control units

Intended for use with Model IFP-1000, IFP-1000HV, IFP-1000ECS, and IFP-1000ECSHV control units

Intended for use with Model SK5208 control units

Intended for use with Model IFP-100 and IFP-100ECS control units

For auxiliary use with this Listee's voice evacuation equipment

For use with compatible Listed fire alarm control units


Complementary Listed under PGWM

Note - Some of these products are covered by S2766